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Part I
Using Facebook to
Advance Your Cause
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Introducing E-Power
Marketing: Larry Stopa and
Adrian Bredeson
A.

B.

Integrated Online
Marketing Firm since
1998
Team of 10 with over
45 years of combined
experience in the
Online Marketing
field.

Services offered:

C.


Social Media Marketing



Organic Search Engine



Optimization



Online Advertising



Analytics



Reporting



Technical Consulting



Local Search Marketing



Mobile Marketing



Display Advertising
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Practicing what we preach

By the numbers: There are 1.5 billion visits to Social Networks
each day, and nearly three-quarters of active Internet users
have a profile on a Social Network, such as Facebook. That’s a
lot of potential.
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Introduction to Facebook


Social Networking Community, created in 2004



Over one billion people are actively “liking” and
“commenting” on Facebook at an average of 3.2 billion
times daily.



Getting organizations, like VOR, active on Facebook allows
them to become a part of these conversations, giving these
organizations access to powerful and free viral marketing.



Members can use their personal accounts to interact with
and publicize the organizations they care about in a variety
of ways.
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How Organizations Succeed
on Facebook
 Build

a branded social presence

 Connect

with your target audience

 Educate

the general public

 Engage

your audience

 Become

an influential resource
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Getting Started on Facebook
 If

you are not already a Facebook user,
set up a Facebook account.





Go to www.facebook.com
You’ll be prompted to “Sign Up.”
After signing up, you can set your privacy
settings.

 Create a page (note: existing Facebook users
can create additional pages, e.g., for your
organization).


Visit Facebook.com/pages/create/ after
logging in. Here you can view several page
types to choose from, create and
immediately begin using your own page.
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How to Optimize your Personal Profile


Use the profile and cover photo space



Publicize your personal relationship with VOR and
the other organizations you support



Stay active
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How to Optimize Your
Organization’s Page


Develop a Complete Profile



Create a Content Calendar



Build Your Audience



Make it Easy to Share



Measure Your Successes
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How Members Can Help Their
Organizations Succeed on
Facebook
 Interact

Page

with Organization’s (e.g., VOR)

 Educate
 Share

others about organization

your experiences and the
organization’s page
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How Members Can Help
Organizations Succeed Online
 Personal

blogs/websites

 Email
 Establish

a strong personal social
presence
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How Members Can Help
Organizations Succeed Offline
 Talk

to families and friends

 Advocate

for VOR and/or your Cause

 Recommend

the VOR and/or your
Facebook pages
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We’re happy to answer any questions!
Please, only questions about Facebook (not Twitter) at this
time. We’ll cover Twitter next.
To ask a question:
1) Phone participants hit *6 to unmute your line
2) Computer participants, click on the “Mic” button
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Part II
Using Twitter to Advance
Your Cause
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Introducing Deana Dor:
Senior publicist atJGoldsteinPR,
a public relations firm (NY, NY)
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Getting Started on Twitter


Set up your own free Twitter account (You must have
your own twitter account to follow VOR or anyone else on
Twitter).









Go to www.twitter.com
You will be asked to create a username and
password.
You will be asked to “follow” five people and/or
organizations. You can search for individuals and
organizations. VOR’s twitter name is VOR_NET
Set up a profile (160 characters)

That’s it! You are now ready to start tweeting! To
compose a tweet look for the “quill” icon in the
upper right corner of the screen.
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The Basics of a Tweet


Your tweets can only be 140 characters, including
links.



To “copy” someone in addition to your followers (like
the “cc” on a letter), include that individual’s address
at the end of your tweet. Example:
At Institution for Disabled, 13 Lives in Limbo
#deinstitutionalization #choice #DD
http://on.wsj.com/1anoWrQ via @VOR_NET



To tag or mention someone in your tweet, (your
followers and their followers will be able to see) use the
@ symbol followed by the person or organizations
handle- ie @VOR _NET. It can be anywhere in the tweet
and you can mention multiple people.
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The Basics of a Tweet, cont.


To send a direct message that won't be seen by your or the
other person's followers you must go to their profile, click on
the figure of the human with the down arrow and use the
option "Send a Direct Message"- you must be following the
person to send them a direct message.



Hashtag (#) before a word or group of words in your tweet
allows you to distribute your tweet to the entire twitter
community that hashtags that phrase, whether or not they
are followers.



Pulling it all together. Here’s an example of a great tweet:
@VOR_NET VOR members visiting Capitol Hill today
#vordc. Take action to help at http://www.VOR.net
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The “What” and “Why” of
Twitter


Twitter is a real-time information network that connects you to the
latest stories, ideas, opinions and news about what you find
interesting.



At the heart of Twitter are small bursts of information called Tweets.
Each Tweet is 140 characters long, sometimes including a link to
more information.



Twitter connects organizations and people to each other in real
time.



For organizations like VOR, Twitter is a particularly effective
marketing tool. VOR can use Twitter to quickly share information
with people interested in our issues advocacy, and by doing so,
build relationships and credibility with other organizations, people
and their followers.



Little bursts of information can cast a very wide net!
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Twitter: It's Who(Not Just How
Many) You Know.


Twitter success is not, however, measured simply by one’s number of followers,
though that is a common misperception.



The real question is, do you have the right followers?



Although numbers do count for something, you want followers who actually
interact with you. According to one expert, consider this question about your
followers: “Do they retweet your messages, amplifying your nonprofit cause to
an interested audience? (Steve Boland, Nonprofit Quarterly).



You want followers whose profiles talk about things relevant to your mission,
your community or some other connection, and has a strong number of
followers (many of whom also have profiles signaling similar interests).



Remember, the right followers also have followers who have followers and so
on . . . See how easy it can be to spread information and messages if you are
interacting with people who care about the same issues as you? That’s the
potential of Twitter.
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Questions?
To ask a question:
1) Phone participants hit *6 to unmute your line
2) Computer participants, click on the “Mic” button
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ACTION STEPS!
Set up your own Facebook
and Twitter accounts,
and then –

Like VOR on Facebook: /VOR
Follow VOR on Twitter: @VOR_NET

THANK YOU
for joining us!

